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The European Fundamental Freedoms A
IFEX is among 16 human rights and freedom of expression organisations calling on the European Council to strengthen its demands on Turkey to end the backsliding on human rights and freedom of ...
Fundamental rights and the rule of law must be at the heart of EU-Turkey relations, stress international groups
In a very last minute move, the European Commission published its long-awaited guidance on the much-discussed and controversial Article 17 (which sets out a new liability regime for online platforms ...
European Commission's guidance on Article 17 - more of a hindrance than a help?
The organisation’s ability to uphold its values and effectively react to major violations has been brought into question ...
The Council of Europe must react to violations by members – starting with Russia
Lunch & Learn program will be discuss President Franklin Roosevelt’s “Four Freedoms”. According to the organization, the guest this month is Jeffrey Urbin, Roosevelt Presidential Library Education ...
Roosevelt and the “Four Freedoms”
E.U. leaders say that they will do all they can to thwart a proposed new law in Hungary that would, they say, equate homosexuality with pedophilia.
A Culture War Between Hungary and Europe Escalates Over L.G.B.T. Bill
ABILENE - "Roosevelt and the Four Freedoms" will be the topic of the next Lunch & Learn program offered by the Eisenhower President ...
Lunch & Learn to explore 'Roosevelt and the Four Freedoms'
President Biden's European sojourn was a signal effort to restructure the global disorder to reinforce U.S. global dominance and to contain and manage China's rise. Not limited to NATO's new 2030 ...
Biden in Europe: To Contain China, Restructuring the Global Disorder
This year’s Group of Seven (G-7) summit of world leaders will be on June 11–13, at St. Ives, Cornwall, in the United Kingdom. The summit brings together the leaders of the United States, Great Britain ...
The G-7 Must Act with Unity for Growth and Freedom
The draft resolution, scheduled for a European Parliament vote June 23, could mark a breaking point in the European conception of abortion the right to life, according to a pro-life legal expert.
New European Draft Resolution Seeks to Have Abortion Recognized as a Human Right
A European Court of Justice (ECJ) ruling on 25 July against Ireland for refusing entry to the wife of a non-Irish EU citizen has triggered an interesting debate on the fundamental right to free ...
Europe is moving backwards on freedom of movement
As European leaders prepare to review EU-Turkey relations in a summit this week, advocates urged greater links between future cooperation and improvements in basic rights and the rule of law in Turkey ...
Advocates call for greater focus on democratic rights in Turkey ahead of European summit
Safeguarding Europe’s free and independent media is vital to sustain our democracies. Our message is clear: media freedom and fundamental rights cannot take a backseat to efficiency in cross-border ...
EU e-Evidence proposal: new joint statement to protect media freedom and fundamental rights
Populist Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban has long used soccer to advance his right-wing politics, and now widespread international criticism of a new law seen as targeting the LGBT community has ...
Hungary's PM uses soccer to push vision of right-wing Europe
the European Union, and the United Kingdom have all rebuked Buhari and his regime and called for the need to allow Nigerians to express their constitutional right of freedom of expression.
Buhari and Biden clash on fundamental rights
And he insisted Europe would not "paper over our fundamental values, our fundamental freedoms and human rights" in its dealings with an increasingly assertive China. But he defended Brussels ...
EU Chief Defends China Deal Ahead Of US Summit
(MENAFN - Swissinfo)One of democracy's fundamental pillars ... In Europe, meanwhile, the European Convention on Human Rights (1950) also guarantees the freedom of expression in its Article 10 ...
A global stress test for freedom of expression
and fundamental freedoms," the White House said. Sullivan said the United States, in coordination with the European Union and other allies, would hold the Belarusian government accountable for ...
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